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Welcome! Ad Praktici, LLC. collects data for the best content, services and personalized digital ads. We work with third-party advertisers who may use tracking technologies to collect information about your activity on websites and apps across devices, both on our site and online. For more information about your privacy
options, please refer to our privacy policy. You can submit a request to the data subject at any time. Even if you choose that your activity will not be tracked by third parties for advertising services, unpersonalized ads will still appear on our site. By clicking the Continue button below and using our sites or apps, you agree
that we and our third-party advertisers may: transfer your personal information to the United States or other countries and process your personal information in order to provide you with personalized ads, depending on your choices as described above and in our privacy policy. this link is to an external web site that may
or may not comply with accessibility guidelines. Although dc extended universe still has some work to do, the company that basically invented the concept of modern superheroes is doing well on the small screen. Characters like Batman, Superman and Wonder Woman - the trio that represent DC's most iconic heroes -
have long been the basics of television, especially in the world of animation. However, the recent superhero boom has brought a remarkable blast to the live-action superhero series, and DC has been benefiting better than most. Currently, eight live-action TV series based on DC Comics are currently on the air, with half
of them over at the CW. After the successful launch of Arrow in 2012, the network soon brought spinoffs Flash and Legends of Tomorrow to the screen. Last fall saw Supergirl emigrate to the CW as well. Now that the network has another DC superhero show airing every night from Monday to Thursday, it's not hard to
imagine that the CW may be exploring other characters to join the fight. Here are some of the main candidates. For the record, we're not including Batman on this list because its relevance in both movies and on Gotham Fox makes the entire series based on the character unlikely. That being said, we wouldn't be
surprised to see him pop up in arrow-verse at some point. 1st Constantine Matt Ryan in Constantine | Source: NBC For the most part, superhero shows have struggled to maintain a long-term run on the top four networks. As mentioned, Supergirl is leaving CBS after one season, and NBC has canceled Constantine -
which was based on the DC Comics character previously featured in the 2005 Keanu Reeves film - after its first 13 episodes. Star Matt Ryan later reprised the role of Constantine on an episode of Arrow and will voice the character in the upcoming animated film Justice League Dark. This proves that DC and Warner
Bros. still believe in casting. 2nd Superman Superman in Supergirl | Source: CW News Wolf star Tyler Hoechlin would join the cast of Supergirl as Kal-El himself may open up a world of possibilities for the series, which ultimately brings the character's first live-action incarnation to television since Smallville went on the air
in 2011. In addition, it highlights the fact that DC and Warner Bros. they are seriously easing their concerns about featuring key characters on both film and TELEVISION at the same time. If Hoechlin amazes viewers with his appearance, spinoff is not out of the question. 3. Green Lantern Green Lantern | Source: DC
Comics Between Green Arrow, Flash, and Supergirl, the CW seems to be slowly assembling its own makeshift Justice League. One key member still missing from this lineup is a member of the Green Lantern Corps. Arrow producer Marc Guggenheim has denied long-held rumours that the show's John Diggle (David
Ramsey) will evolve into John Stewart himself. Regardless, there is little reason true-blue Green Lantern – whether Stewart, Hal Jordan or any other – can't get his own show. After that horrible 2011 movie, the character definitely needs some rehabilitation. This could be the way to do it. 4. Birds of prey | Source: DC
Comics Longtime DC TELEVISION fans may remember the short-lived 2002-2003 TELEVISION series based on the DC comic series Birds of Prey. That show saw Oracle (post-Batgirl Barbara Gordon) and Huntress (metahuman daughter of Batman and Catwoman) team up with a young telepath to be a vengeful Harley
Quinn. Although this series has been set in a post-Batman world, the central premise of the trio of superhero women could be adapted to include various characters from across DC history and help expand the world even further. 5. Suicide Squad Suicide Squad | Source: DC Comics With David Ayer is the film version of
the now certified blockbuster, with Suicide Squad on TV could be the next step. Harley Quinn and the company are now well-known characters who have officially entered the mainstream. Cross-over potential with more traditional superhero shows like Arrow and Supergirl offers plenty of promise. Moreover, since the
comic book title represented a rotating list, the show could avoid locking in one group of characters, allowing it the flexibility of outflow and flow as needed. 6. Booster Gold Booster Gold | Source: DC Comics Although it often appears in animated form, Booster Gold's only live-action role so far has been in one episode of
Smallville's latest season. Still, the series centered on the futuristic hero he's been developing for years on SyFy, to no avait. There has been some talk about introducing Booster Gold to Legends of Tomorrow because he is the father of the Rip Hunter show. As such, Legends of Tomorrow could be the perfect launch
pad for the Booster Gold show. We're going to have to stay tuned. Follow Robert Yaniz Jr. on Twitter @CrookedTable See more of The Fun Cheat Sheet on Facebook! LiveAbout uses cookies to provide you with a great user By using the LiveAbout Service, you consent to the use of cookies. Michael Keaton in Batman |
Warner Bros. DC Comics may still be figuring out how to build a big-screen shared universe that effectively rivals the narrative prowess of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, but if box office receipts and promise are any indication, the DC Extended Universe will only improve in the coming years. Despite the fact that 30
films featuring DC characters have been released in cinemas so far, dc comics characters have never been linked in one big-screen continuity until now. We've already looked back at those movies featuring DC mainstays Batman and Superman, but now we're turning our attention to the history of DC Comics on-screen
as a whole. For the record, this order includes only feature projects that have received at least a limited theatrical run. Don't expect to see any of the dozens of direct-to-video animated films on here, in addition to Batman: Killing Joke (which received a special theatrical release). 30. Supergirl (1984) The first DC Comics
movie to play a female hero, this one unfortunately gave the female-led superhero movies a bad name, a rumor that hopefully the Wonder Woman movie can redeem itself next year. 29. Superman IV: Quest for Peace (1987) The last of Christopher Reeve's films as The Man of Steel was essentially a Batman &amp;
Robin Superman-based film series long before Joel Schumacher ever entered the Batman set. 28th Catwoman (2004) Another female-led DC movie that fell flat. Poor Halle Berry squandered her Oscar-winning goodwill on this embarrassment, which actually has little to do with the true nature of the title. 27. Steel (1997)
In the mid-1990s, few people were bigger stars – literally and figuratively – than Shaquille O'Neal. But that doesn't mean he can play. 26. Superman III (1983) Richard Pryor in the big Hollywood blockbuster? Sign us up. Wait, on the other hand, Pryor should have sucked it up. 25. Batman &amp; Robin (1997) The
infamous failure that brought the world bat-nipples is not the worst DC Comics movie ever. Shocking, right? 24. Jonah Hex (2010) Josh Brolin is a gifted actor with incredible range, but this lame attempt to launch a franchise has not benefited him. 23. Green Lantern (2011) Ryan Reynolds tries his best to make this
disaster movie succeed, but to no avay. Fingers crossed the upcoming restart works. 22. Return of the Swamp Thing (1989) Without Wes Craven behind the camera, this probably shouldn't have happened in the first place. 21. Superman and Mole Men (1951) While it's technically the first theatrically released DC Comics
movie, it's really just a pilot for the George Reeves series The Adventures of Superman. 20th Superman Returns (2006) Bryan Singer's attempt to capture the magic of richard donner's original film ended up as the perfect bridge between Reeve's memorable first two films and their terrible sequels. 19th Batman v
Superman: Dawn (2016) Batman and Superman finally share the screen, but why aren't we more excited about the result? 18th The Losers (2010) Chances are, viewers didn't know the comics, but there are enough compelling stars to make this movie a fun ride. 17. Suicide Squad (2016) Two words: Harley Quinn.
Sure, there are other characters like Deadshot and Amanda Waller. But let's face it, this movie exists to make the world live-action debut of Margot Robbie's Harley Quinn Quinn. We'll take it. 16th Constantine (2005) Not a short-lived NBC drama. Keanu Reeves whoas his way through this supernatural thriller that holds
like a solid B-movie. 15. Swamp Thing (1982) Wes Craven lends his considerable talent to the misunderstood nature of the title and we appreciate the effort. 14th Batman Returns (1992) Michelle Pfeiffer defined the role of Catwoman with her stellar turn here. We heard her screams and loved every second. 13. Batman:
The Movie (1966) Campy humor of this movie perfectly encapsusifies everything that made the show so popular in its time. 12th Batman Forever (1995) Unfairly clustered together with its crapfest sequel, that's what the movie looks like when Joel Schumacher manages to care. 11. Batman: The Killing Joke (2016) Sure,
the Batgirl prologue is problematic, but the actual adaptation of the title comic is flawless. Give Mark Hamill all the love. 10th Superman II (1980) It's not very old, but damn it, this one still wins us over. 9th The Dark Knight Rises (2012) This is the very flawed finale of Christopher Nolan's trilogy. However, it gets enough
right to provide a satisfying sense of closure to this version of character. 8. Man of Steel (2013) This film divided fans in two, but if you ask us, Zod had a rougher fate. Oh, snap. 7. Watchmen (2009) Who watches Watchmen? Anyone who realizes what a success a Zack Snyder movie really is. 6. Batman: Mask of
Phantasm (1993) This feature based on the beloved 1990s animated series is still one of the best Batman movies ever. Find it. 5th In for Vendetta (2006) Alan Moore may have renounced all the film versions of his work, but changes aside, we still think this one is worthy. 4. Batman Begins (2005) Now it's how you make
a story about the origins of the superhero. We can only hope Ben Affleck studies it before preparing for his solo Batman movie. 3. Batman (1989) Without this Tim Burton movie, modern superhero cinema wouldn't be the same. 2. Superman (1978) Richard Donner's film proved that superheroes didn't have to be played
for laughs. The grandfather of all comic book movies is still one of dc's best 1st. The Dark Knight (2008) Don't even pretend you didn't expect it. A masterpiece in every sense of the word. Time will tell if any DC movie will ever succeed in starting it. Follow Robert Yaniz Jr. on Twitter @CrookedTable See more of The Fun
Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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